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1. INTRODUCTION

HALDANE in 1924 discussed the concepts of familial selection whereby
the size of a family is severely limited by the food supply, more embryos
being produced than can exist. In the case of mixed litters, in a mammal
for example, there will be some genotypes somewhat weaker or less
viable than the others. Haldane gives an illustrative example. He
considers three litters of 20 embryos each, the first consisting of wholly
strong types, the second of io strong and io weak, and the third of 20
weak. He then supposes that only io embryos survive and that out
of equal numbers, 50 per cent. more of the strong survive. Thus the
survivors are io strong from the first litter, 6 strong and 4 weak from
the second and to weak from the third totalling i 6 to i . Ifcompeti-
tion had been free, the numbers would have been i8 to 12.

In Drosophila pseudo-obscura it has been shown (Birch, 1955) that
the main competitive effect is between larva, with little competition
between adults. Lewontin (1955), using Drosophila melanogaster, made a
study of the larval viabilities of twenty-two strains of varying popu-
lation densities. Larval viabilities varied but usually showed optimal
viability at a moderate level of competition. He studied the viabilities
of these strains mixed with a white-eyed stock as well, and found a
change in the optimal density, some showing increased and some
decreased viability compared with the pure strains. The conclusion
is that the viability of a genotype is a function of the other genotypes
co-existing with it; the result of any particular combination of
genotypes not being predictable on the basis of the genotypes tested in
isolation.

In a two-point backcross linkage experiment the proportion of the
competing genotypes is different in each phase. Considering such an
experiment for two factors a and b which are somewhat inviable in the
recessive state, four genotypes are obtained in the offspring

AB/ab, Ab/ab, aB/ab, ab/ab.
In coupling, the parentals are AB/ab and ab/ab, the most and least

viable genotypes respectively, and if competition is severe, there would
be a large elimination of ab/ab. In the repulsion phase, the parentals
are Ab/ab and aB/ab, and assuming approximately equal inviabilities
of a and b there will be no great difference in elimination between these.
The recombinants AB/ab and ab/ab, which are fewer in number will
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not be in competition with each other to any great extent but rather
with the parentals and as a result the proportion of ab/ab offspring
eliminated will not be as great as in the coupling phase. Hence in
such a situation, the ratio of AB/ab : ab/ab individuals will vary accord-
ing to whether they are parentals or recombinants. The ratio of
Ab/ab : aB/ab should not vary much as in both phases they will be
eliminated approximately equally. However, if one of the recessive
factots is very much more inviable than the other, both ratios may be
expected to vary between coupling and repulsion. If only one factor
is of poor viability, the other being entirely equivalent to the normal
allele under severe competition, there would be no effect, as the
viability of this factor would be equally distributed in each comple-
mentary pair. Under normal laboratory conditions of low competi-
tion these viability effects would in most situations be expected to be
negligible.

Two series of two-point baekeross experiments were therefore set up
in Drosophila for three levels of competition to study the effect of com-
petition on genotypie viabilities in coupling and repulsion. A pre-
liminary report of one of the experiments has been published (Parsons,
1958).

2. METHOD
The two pairs of linked factors selected wcrc whitc (w) and mioiaturc (as) on the

X-ehromosome, and black (b) and vestigial (vg) on chromosome II. Both w and as
undcr optimal conditions of abundant food show little viability effect. Vestigial,
however, is somewhat inviable under the best of conditions and black is probably
equivalent to wild-type. Thus the two pairs of factors selected exhibit different
viability relationships and should lead to somewhat diflèrent results.

Flies were aged for 72 hours prior to mating to eliminate major age differences
and then mated for 48 hours. The temperature was standardised at 25+10 C.
The three levels of competition were

(i) One pair of flies mated in the normal half pint milk bottles with excess food
(60-70gm.). The medium used was composed of semolina, treacle and agar and was
seeded with a few drops of yeast suspension.

(2) One pair of flies in small vials (7i X 2 ems.) with gms. of food.
() Six pairs of flies in small vials (74-x 2 i ems.) with gms. of food.
For simplicity these three levels of competition will be termed low, medium,

and high in the remainder of the paper.
The offspring from all matings were counted daily as they emerged.

3. DATA FOR WHITE (w)—MINIATURE (m)
The data for the three levels of competition are summarised in

table i. Assuming no competition between larva, the ratios win - -J--
and w+ : +in should not vary between coupling and repulsion. A
simple contingency x2 may therefore be done within each level to test
this and these tests are presented in table 2.

The only significant result is for the high level of competition. In
the low and medium levels genotypie viabilities do not vary appreciably
between coupling and repulsion. Examination of table i shows that
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wm flies are of much poorer viability than + + at the high level in
coupling, but in repulsion wm flies are, if anything, more viable than
++ flies. The ratio of w+ +m flies is, however, approximately
the same in coupling and repulsion.

TABLE r

Data for w-m

wm +m ++ Total

(r) Low C 478 236 211 483 1408
R 318 529 569 289 1705

(2) Medium C 409 205 236 407 1257
R 190 407 424 200 1221

(3) High . . C 506 288 300 659 1753
R 580 976 1062 553 3175

C = Coupling. R Repulsion.

The significance of the wm: + + contrast may be interpreted as
being due to differential competition between larv according to
the proportions of the competing genotypes. In coupling the main
competition is between wm and + + so that wm flies arc eliminated.
In repulsion the general level of competition is lower as it is determined
by the w + to + m contrast and thus the rate of elimination of wm com-
pared with + + is lower than in coupling. This is the type of litter
competition postulated by Haldane (1924) and discussed in the
introduction.

TABLE

X2i tests for wm : ++ and w+ : +m within each level of competition

wm: ++ w-- :+m

X'i ' X'iLow . . . 075 03-05 253 01-02

Medium . • oi6 05-07 062 03-05

High . . 1356 <0001 oi8 O5-07

It is of some interest to find out what effect, if any, competition
between genotypes has on the recombination value. In table 3, esti-
mates of recombination value are given for the coupling and repulsion
data with a combined estimate using the product formula (Fisher,
1935-53) for each level of competition. Examination of this table
shows that the combined estimates are all close to each other but
between coupling and repulsion there is some variation for each level



Low Medium High
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A = Additive ; M —= Multiplicative (analysis after taking logarithms).

There is a total of ' degrees of freedom as there are 8 observed totals
in a 2 X 2 Latin square split into complementary genotypes. The 7
degrees of freedom may be split into 3 for a Latin square of sums
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of competition. Hence, if balanced data arc collected the rccombina-
tion fraction ought to be reasonably accurate. Bodmer (1959) in some
artificially constructed examples has shown that this is so.

TABLE 3
Recombinalion values between w-m

Coupling Repulsion Combined estimate

Low . . . 3175±124 3560±116 3365±085

Medium . . 35O8I 1.35 3r94 1.33 33.49.95

High . . . 3354±113 3573±085 3463±071

Finally, the analysis of x2 of these data as proposed by Bodmer
and Parsons (igv,) for balanced three-point linkage tests is given in
table 4. For the analysis, the data are arranged in 2 >< 2 Latin squares

where A represents one complementary pair say win and + + and

B the other.
TABLE 4

x' analysis qf w-m data

x-

d.f.

A M A M A M
2834 375() 52 164 40835 46022

32445 35995 26871 29257 44604 48994
.17 588 176 298 2I85 242

Latin square of sums
Rows (parental heterozygotes)
Columns (recombination)
Diagonals (2-factor interaction)

Total

Latin square of differences
Rows (viability x parental

heterozygotes)
Columns (viability X recom-

bination)
Diagonals (main effect of m)

Total .
Main effect of w .

Total .
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(formed from the totals for each complementary pair), 3 for a Latin
square of differences (formed from the differences between members
of a complementary pair), and the remaining degree of freedom is for
the sum of squares for the total of the Latin square of differences. All
the major sources of variation can be isolated using this analysis
provided that there are no major deviations from orthogonality (i.e.
equality of the row totals of the Latin square of sums) when a weighted
analysis would probably be somewhat more accurate.

The viability x parental heterozygote interaction may be inter-
preted as a component to detect whether viabilities vary between
coupling and repulsion, and is in fact a component measuring differ-
ential competition according to the proportion of competing genotypes
present. The viability x recombination interaction detects whether
recombinants or non-recombinants have different viabilities and it is
difficult to conceive a biological meaning for it. However, both of
these components must be considered together, for, according to
whether one gene is more or less viable than the other, these two
interactions become interchanged due to the symmetry of the problem.
Hence significance of either or both interactions is in itself evidence
for a competition effect.

As in the three-point situation, the S.S. may be converted into x2
values by dividing by the mean of the observations. Such x2 values
are tabulated in table 4.

At the low level of competition by far the largest X2i is for recom-
bination (table 4). The only other X2i of any magnitude is that for
parental heterozygotes which merely reflects the inequality of the row
totals. For the medium level, with the exception of the recombination
X2i, the other x21's are not significant.

However, for the high level, with the exception of the main effect
of m and the viability xrecombination X2i, the remainder of the 21's
are large. The X2i for recombination and parental heterozygotes are,
as expected, very large. Then at a lower level of magnitude come the
x21's for the two-factor interaction, main effect of w, and viability x
parental heterozygote interaction. This analysis shows the predicted
sources of variation and as expected demonstrates the validity of the
larval competition effect.

The analyses of x2 therefore confirm that there is a competition
effect at the high level but not at the medium or low levels. Further-
more, there is a wm interaction at the high level which is not present
at the two lower levels.

Table 4 also gives the analysis of x2 after taking logarithms which
assumes that viabilities act multiplicatively. It is possible that the
multiplicative model may represent the mode of action of the viabilities
more correctly than the additive model (Bodmer, 1959). At the high
level both the viability xheterozygote and viability x recombination
interactions are significant so that the competition effect is still present.
The wm interaction, is, however, reduced to insignificance. At the
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low level, a significant wm interaction and viability x recombination
interaction (P< -05) become apparent. The latter, although not
nearly as great as for the high level does indicate a slight difference
between coupling and repulsion. It is, of course, difficult to say
whether the additive or multiplicative model is more correct, although
the latter seems intuitively more correct, and so a borderline case as
this must not be regarded as real evidence.

4. DATA FOR. BLACK (b)—VESTIGIAL (vg)
The data for the three levels of competition are summarised in

table j. On the whole the data are smaller than for w-m due to poor
vg viability.

TABLE 5

Data for b—vg

bg +zv F Total

Low C 48 52 378 832
R 43 322 392 59 8i6

Medium C 49 40 8io
R 49 329 322 48 748

Fligh C 6g 102 836 1,497
R 143 1,127 1,200 145 2,615

C = Coupling; R = Repulsion.

In table 6, the contingency x21's for the two comparisons bvg: + +
and —j-vg : are given. The high level shows significance for both
comparisons but the low and medium levels do not show significance.

TABLE 6

X21 tests for bvg + and vg b + within each iced q/competition

-vg:bF

K" X'i
Low - 114 02-03 019 05 -07
Medium i28 02-CP3 014 07 -o8
High 1548 <0001 385 002-005

For the high level in coupling, the viability contrast +vg : b-F-
is almost as severe as bag + +, thus showing the poor viability of vg
compared with the almost normal b. In repulsion, however, where
the b+ contrast is dominant, bag and + + are almost equal
anal there is a slight deficiency of +vg compared with b+. The two
sets of data thus exhibit entirely difièrent genotypic viabilities. In
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general, the situation as presented here, where one factor is of poor
viability and the other of only slight inviability might well lead to
significant differences between both contrasts in coupling and repul-
sion, which is in distinction to the windata where w and m inviabilities
were more equal and only the extreme wm : + + contrast varied.

TABLE 7

Recombination values between b-vg

Coupling Repulsion Combined estimate

Low . . . 1202±113 12-50±116 1226+081

Medium , . sI6OiI3 1297±1-23 1227±O-83

High . . ii42±o-82 is-oi±o-6z 11-22+0-51

TABLE 8

x' analysis of b-vg data

Latin square of sums
Rows (parental hetero-

zygotes)
Columns (recombination)
Diagonals (2-factor inter-

action)

Total

Latin square of dffèrences
Rows (viability x paren-

tal heterozygotes)
Columns (viability x

recombination)
Diagonals (main effect

of b)

Total
Main effect of vg -

Total

A = Additive; M Multiplicative (analysis after taking logarithms).

As in the wm experiment, the estimation of recombination is not
affected significantly by competition (table 7). If vg were the sole
cause of viability effects, which is probably true at the two lower
levels of competition, then such an effect would be distributed

x2

Low Medium

A Ml A
High d.f.

M A M

•i6

939.04
24

-04

1602-51
-14

247

887-66
297

-30

1502-02
140

303-97

248094
19004

33248

4364-26
-83

93944 1602-69 893-10 150372 297495 469757 3

2-04 348 6-42 341 22-47 4625 I

332 46 391 -63 35-86 238 i

-70 -29 520 -65 14-24 ,57 I

6-o6

789
423 15-53

1117 453
469
205

7257
5013

4920 3
64-47 I

95339 1618-09 91316 151045 309765 481124 7
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equally in each pair of complementary genotypes and the resultant
estimate of recombination would be completely unbiased.

In table 8, the analyses of x2 of these data are given assuming both
the additive and multiplicative models. Considering the additive
model first, all levels give a significant X2i for recombination and main
effect of vg. The medium level gives, as well as these, significant X2i'
for the viability >< heterozygote and viability xrecombination inter-
actions, and the main effect of black. The high level gives significance
for all components. Hence a competition effect is indicated for the
medium and high levels.

The multiplicative model provides an interesting contrast. At all
levels the recombination effect remains and at the low level the vg
effect. At the high level a very large b-vg interaction and viability x
rccombination interaction become insignificant. The viability x
hctcrozygote interaction, main effect of vg, recombination, and
parental hetcrozygote effect remain. At the medium level the only
significant X2i is for recombination. Throughout the three levels the
change of model has the effect of reducing the viability >< recombination

2x
Hence both models give a significant competition effect at the high

level but the logarithmic analysis does not give a competition effect
at the medium level. The change of scale therefore alters the magni-
tude of some interactions but does not remove the severe competition
effect found at the high level.

For the high level, the b-vg interaction is not significant on the
multiplicative model, but is highly significant on the additive model.
This shows that for these data, the multiplicative model is probably
more correct than the additive model.

5. DISCUSSION

These data show that gcnotypic viabilities vary according to the
proportions of the competing genotypes if competition is severe enough.

Of the two linkage tests presented, the date for the two factors
w and in are somewhat more conclusive. 'They are separated by a
recombination fraction between 30 per cent, and 35 per cent. so ensuring
large numbers in the recombinant classes such that a genotypic viability
effect can be found more easily. It seems that this recombination
fraction may be optimal for detecting genotypic viability effects.
For recombination fractions of 50 per cent., or independence, all four
genotypes would be present in equal proportions so eliminating any
differential effect between coupling and repulsion. In the case of small
recombination fractions, large numbers need to be bred to get adequate
totals in the recombinant classes.

It would be of interest to carry out further two-point or even
three-point tests varying the levels of competition. A quick survey
of the published linkage data in Drosophila did not reveal any suggestive
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evidence of differential genotypic viabilities, but this is probably
because linkage studies are not as a rule done under very crowded
conditions.

Of secondary interest is the effect of changing the model by which
the genes act from an additive to a multiplicative model. This
change alters the magnitude of the gene effects and the various inter
actions but the main conclusions concerning competition hold irres-
pective of scale. However, in borderline cases, a change in model
could result in different interpretations. Biologically, it seems more
correct to say that two genes act multiplicatively. For example, if
two genes are of viability o•5, then on the additive scheme the double
recessive would be lethal, and on the multiplicative scheme its viability
would be o25. In the limit, therefore, the multiplicative scheme is
favoured. Each case must, however, be judged on its own merits
as genes react differently according to environmental factors and the
genetic background.

The implications of viabilities of genotypes varying according to
the competing genotypes present has not, as yet, been stressed much.
In natural conditions, where competition is much more severe than in
the artificial and optimal conditions created in the laboratory such
effects must assume some importance. Selective advantages and dis-
advantages of a gene or genotype must be considered in relation to the
food available and the types and proportions of the other genotypes
present in the population. This is necessarily complex, but only by
making the "model" complex can a true picture of the actual system
be obtained.

6. SUMMARY

Two-point backcross experiments were done in coupling and
repulsion for two pairs of factors in D. melanogaster at three levels of
competition between larva.

One experiment was for white (w) and miniature (m). At the
highest level of competition, the ratio of the extreme types wm and + +
differed in coupling and repulsion, but the ratio w+ : +m was the same
in both phases.

The second experiment was for black (b) and vestigial (vg). At
the highest level of competition, the ratios of both bvg: + + and

varied according to the phase of the experiment. The
difference between this and the wm experiment is because vg is rather
inviable and b almost normal, which is a more unbalanced arrangement
of viabilities than for wm.

The variable viability according to the phase of the experiment
is shown to be due to competition with other genotypes, the proportion
of the genotypes differing in coupling and repulsion. Thus the viability
of a genotype is dependent on the proportion of the other genotypes
co-existing with it.

2C
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The data are analyscd by application of2 technique to the original
data and after taking logarithms; thus changing from an additive
to a multiplicative model. It is probable that the multiplicative model
is more correct as somc of the interactions are smaller than on the
additive model.
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